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Abstract
In the present study, we investigated whether visual information mediates a proprioceptive illusion effect induced by muscle 
tendon vibration in manual aiming. Visual information was gradually degraded from a situation in which the targets were 
present and participants (n = 20; 22.3 ± 2.7 years) were permitted to make saccadic eye movements to designated target 
positions, to a condition in which the targets were not visible and participants were required to perform cyclical aiming 
while fixating a point between the two target positions. Local tendon vibration applied to the right wrist extensor muscles 
induced an illusory reduction of 15% in hand movement amplitude. This effect was greater in the fixation than in the saccade 
condition. Both anticipatory control and proprioceptive feedback are proposed to contribute to the observed effects. The 
primary saccade amplitude was also reduced by almost 4% when muscle tendon vibration was locally applied to the wrist. 
These results confirm a tight link between eye movements and manual perception and action. Moreover, the impact of the 
proprioceptive illusion on the ocular system indicates that the interaction between systems is bidirectional.
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Introduction

Perception and action processes are closely linked in goal-
directed movements. Evidence that eye and hand movements 
influence each other and that visual information is being 
shared by both effector systems comes from studies examin-
ing eye–hand coordination in perceptual illusion paradigms. 
For example, hand and eye movements have been shown to 
be biased by visual illusions when aiming to Müller–Lyer 
images (Lavrysen et al. 2006). The goal of the present study 
was to investigate the impact of a proprioceptive illusion 
caused by tendon vibration applied to the wrist on the plan-
ning of hand and eye movements. To the best of our knowl-
edge, it has not been demonstrated that hand movement bias 
caused by proprioceptive illusion influences eye movements.

In goal-directed tasks, sensory information is continu-
ously being updated and integrated into the motor plan to 
ensure successful execution. Three main sources of visual 
and proprioceptive feedback are used. The combined sig-
nal from retinal and extraretinal sources provides integrated 
position and movement information (Binsted and Elliott 
1999a, b). Proprioceptive information coming from the 
muscle spindles in the arm is used to determine the posi-
tion of the arm in space (Bekkering and Sailer 2002). By 
independently manipulating these three sources of informa-
tion, one can investigate the interplay and mutual relation-
ships between vision, proprioception and action. If sensory 
feedback from one source is unpredictable, optimal move-
ment control can be maintained through adjustments in the 
sensory contributions (e.g. sensory reweighting in postural 
control; Assländer and Peterka 2014). Similarly, the degree 
of illusory bias on hand movement is determined by the 
availability of current visual information about the hand and 
target (Binsted and Elliott 1999a, b; Elliott and Lee 1995; 
Lavrysen et al. 2006). Different sensory modalities can thus 
influence each other. In the current study, the reliability and 
amount of both proprioceptive and visual information was 
manipulated to study the relative contribution of, and inter-
play between, different sensory feedback sources. The aim of 
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the experiment was to determine to what extent visual non-
movement information and muscle tendon vibration mediate 
illusion effects on eye and hand movements.

Perturbation studies provide valuable information about 
the processes involved in the visual guidance of movements 
and the interplay between ocular and manual systems. Visual 
illusions like the Müller–Lyer (ML) illusion have been stud-
ied frequently in discrete aiming tasks (Binsted and Elliott 
1999a, b; Binsted et al. 2001; van; Donkelaar 1999). In these 
studies, the participants typically make horizontal aiming 
movements with the hand to the vertex of an inward or out-
ward pointing Müller–Lyer figure and a control figure. The 
common finding is that saccades typically undershoot the 
outward aiming figures while they overshoot, or undershoot 
to a lesser extent, the inward pointing version (Bruno et al. 
2010). Hand movements seem to be less affected by the illu-
sion (Bruno et al. 2008). These results have been used to 
posit a dichotomy between vision for perception and vision 
for action (Goodale and Milner 1992; Milner and Goodale 
1995; Franz and Gegenfurtner 2008).

The magnitude of visual illusion effects on eye and hand 
movements and their coordination is mediated by the amount 
and precision of visual information, and the possibility for 
comparison between hand and target information (Mendoza 
et al. 2006). Binsted and Elliott (1999a) for instance showed 
that making concurrent eye and hand movements, and the 
absence of retinal target information were prerequisites for 
an illusory influence. Also Lavrysen et al. (2006) reported 
that ML illusion effects on both eye and hand movements 
were mediated by the amount and type of visual feedback 
(see also Gentilucci et al. 1996). Contrary to Binsted and 
Elliott (1999a), the illusion was not greater when making 
eye–hand coordinated movements than when making only 
hand movements (fixation condition). Nonetheless, partici-
pants did show less endpoint variability when making sac-
cades as compared to fixating. Although often disregarded, 
saccades have a beneficial effect on aiming accuracy as 
they permit the online guidance and updating of retinal and 
non-retinal information about limb and/or target position in 
space.

The above-mentioned studies involving both discrete 
and reciprocal aiming show that saccades have a beneficial 
effect on performance and potentially moderate illusory 
bias. Although there is plenty of evidence that saccades 
impact hand movements, there are also data indicating that 
arm proprioception affects the ocular system (Lunenburger 
et al. 2000; Tipper et al. 2001). In the context of pursuit 
tracking, the concurrent performance of eye and hand move-
ments benefits smooth pursuit eye movements over isolated 
action (Gauthier et al. 1988). In manual aiming, the interac-
tion from hand to eye movements is believed to result from 
an efference copy of the motor command. This feedforward 
source of information provides more specific kinetic and 

kinematic information about the hand movement, than pro-
prioception (van Donkelaar et al. 2004; Vercher et al. 1996). 
Together, these studies suggest that eye movements have 
beneficial effects on hand movements, which include reduc-
ing the impact of illusory bias. Therefore, visual information 
and eye movements should not be ignored when considering 
illusory effects on goal-directed movements.

The effects of proprioceptive perturbations such as tendon 
vibration (TV) have been investigated to a far lesser extent 
than visual perturbations. Typically, vibrating an agonis-
tic muscle of a moving limb evokes a kinaesthetic illusion 
towards the antagonistic direction and thus leads to a target 
undershoot (Kasai et al. 1994; Verschueren et al. 1998). The 
effects of vibration vary with factors such as frequency or 
timing/onset of vibration (Cordo et al. 1995), but the pos-
sible mediating impact of vision on the TV illusion has been 
neglected. Tendon vibration (TV) experiments are typically 
done with eyes closed or at least with no vision of the ongo-
ing movement, to isolate the proprioceptive effect. A rare 
exception where eye movements were measured is a study by 
Tardy-Gervet et al. (1989) in which participants were asked 
to fixate their hand in complete darkness while their arm was 
isometrically vibrated. Their results showed that perturbed 
proprioceptive information from the arm also affected or at 
least interacted with the oculomotor system. Specifically, 
ocular movements were elicited either in the same, or in the 
opposite direction of the arm movements.

Despite the large body of literature on visual illusions, 
studies have been unable to determine whether the observed 
effects on eye and hand movements are due to a common 
command (i.e. feedforward information available prior to 
the movement) or because of cross-talk between informa-
tion sources during the course of the movement (Franz 
et al. 2000; Milner and Goodale 2008). Thus, the question 
remains: are eye and hand movements programmed based 
on a common source of information (van Donkelaar 1999) 
or do they rely on different target representations that inter-
connect (Bekkering and Sailer 2002; Lazzari et al. 1997)? In 
this theoretical context, there might be cross-talk at the level 
of programming of the two effectors, showing that, to some 
extent, they operate based on separate but shared informa-
tion sources. In case of the ML illusion, the target figure 
is typically presented before movement onset. This proto-
col allows participants to make a judgement about the dis-
tance-to-travel. This judgement could affect the planning of 
both eye and hand movements. Suboptimal planning could 
then be corrected during movement execution. This would 
explain the differential online effects on the two effectors, 
during movement execution. Thus, both prior knowledge and 
online updating of the trajectory could explain the observed 
effects. In contrast to visual illusions, muscle TV introduces 
a local effect on the hand that is not always noticed. Nev-
ertheless, recent studies reveal that tendon vibration not 
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only activates the local muscle spindles, but also evokes 
brain activity (Naito 2005; Goble et al. 2011), specifically 
in the right inferior frontoparietal network (Cignetti et al. 
2014). Some of the observed activation has been specifically 
attributed to perceiving the illusory bias (Casini et al. 2011; 
Romaiguère et al. 2003). As this type of bias results from 
sensory (mis)perception, it may not influence the move-
ment planning that occurs prior to movement initiation in 
discrete movement paradigms. Thus, in a discrete TV para-
digm, (1) saccade movement planning is not affected as the 
participants are not yet aware of the amplitude shortening 
in advance of the movement, and (2) as the eye movements 
are finished well before the hand movements, information 
transfer from eyes to hand is unlikely. The fact that mainly 
discrete movements have been studied may explain why 
only local effects of TV on hand movements have been 
reported and the impact of vision and eye movements has 
been neglected. In the present study, we wanted to test the 
presumed effect of TV on vision. Our goal was to determine 
whether the amount of visual information would mediate 
the illusion evoked by tendon vibration of the wrist. We 
used cyclical instead of discrete aiming movements, first, to 
give the tendon vibration illusion sufficient time to develop 
(Tidoni et al. 2014) and second, to allow for an interplay 
between perception and action planning. Vision was manipu-
lated in two ways. Specifically, participants either performed 
wrist aiming movements with concurrent eye movements, 
or while fixating a centre position between the two targets. 
Our second manipulation involved participants aiming under 
concurrent target or remembered target conditions. In line 
with previous studies, a reduction of hand movement ampli-
tude due to TV was expected in all conditions. Furthermore, 
it was hypothesized that the size of the illusion would be 
reduced when eye movements were permitted and when the 
targets remained visible over the course of an aiming trial. 
Finally, under saccadic eye movement conditions, limb bias 
was expected to affect eye movements but to a somewhat 
smaller extent. This latter finding would provide evidence 
for bidirectional communication between the ocular–motor 
and manual sensory–motor systems.

Materials and methods

Participants

Twenty young adults (22.3 ± 2.7 years; eight females) vol-
untarily participated in the study. All participants were 
naive regarding the hypotheses. The participants were self-
reported right-handers and had normal or corrected-to-nor-
mal vision (no glasses due to the eye tracker). They had no 
reported neurological deficits or musculo-skeletal problems 
at the forearm. Prior to the experiment, written informed 

consent was obtained from all participants. The study was 
approved by the KU Leuven Committee for Ethical Consid-
erations in Human Experimentation.

Apparatus

The participants were seated in front of a computer screen 
positioned on a table. The distance between the eyes and the 
screen was approximately 1.25 m. A neck support attached 
to the chair prevented head movements without restricting 
the head. The right forearm was positioned in an orthosis 
attached to the armchair with the thumb up (Lavrysen et al. 
2006; Van Halewyck et al. 2014a, b). This orthosis allowed 
wrist flexion/extension movements that were measured with 
a high-precision optical shaft encoder  (Sick® DSF60) with a 
resolution of 65,536 points per rotation (0.0055°) at a sam-
pling rate of 250 Hz. Local tendon vibration was applied 
using a cylindrical shaker similar to the one used in Steyvers 
et al. (2001). It was positioned approximately 1 cm proxi-
mal to the lateral epicondylus of the wrist on the extensor 
muscles. The apparatus vibrated transcutaneously at a fre-
quency of 40 Hz with an amplitude of 1 mm. These settings 
produced stable vibration effects in all participants in a pilot 
study. The eye movements were recorded by an Applied Sci-
ences Laboratory pan-tilt eye tracker (ASL-6000®) with an 
accuracy of 0.05° at a sampling rate of 240 Hz. The data of 
hand and eye movements were integrated on a stimulus PC.

Task

The test setup is shown in Fig. 1a, b. The participants’ task 
was to perform a series of wrist flexion and extension move-
ments over a range of 28.7° in time with an auditory pacing 
signal. A metronome paced 30 movements per trial with a 
frequency of 1.67 Hz (ISI 600 ms; duration 50 ms). A round 
cursor of 10 mm diameter represented the angular position 
of the hand during the practice trials. On the screen, two 
black target squares were presented left and right with a 
distance of 232.4 mm between the centres of the targets. As 
movements were made in the horizontal plane, wrist flexion 
and extension movements corresponded with a movement of 
the cursor to the left versus right, respectively. Direct vision 
of the hand was prevented by a wooden panel. An additional 
benefit of the indirect mapping setup was to allow manipula-
tion of the vision conditions (hand and targets).

During each trial, vision of the cursor disappeared after 
the tenth beep and the participants were instructed to con-
tinue the task for the next 20 beeps as accurately as pos-
sible in time with the metronome. Saccades were allowed 
in half of the trials. In the remaining half, participants were 
instructed to fixate on an additional target in the middle of 
the screen (i.e. fixation point) throughout the trial. Addi-
tionally, visual information was manipulated by removing 
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visual feedback of the targets in half of the trials after the 
tenth beep along with the cursor. As such, four conditions 
were obtained with decreasing visual information: saccades/
targets (SAC-T); saccades/no targets (SAC-NT); fixation/
targets (FIX-T); fixation/no targets (FIX-NT). All these 
conditions were performed in a blocked design in pairs of 
a no-vibration, followed by a vibration trial. The use of one-
dimensional wrist flexion extension movements enabled us 
to isolate agonist versus antagonist muscle groups for the 
tendon vibration manipulation. Vibrating the wrist extensor 
tendons would thus result in a shortening of the movement 
towards the left/wrist flexion side.

Procedure

Before the start of the practice trials, the shaker was applied 
and switched on to acquaint participants with the sensation 
of the vibration prior to the actual experiment. Then, five 
practice trials were given in which two were performed with 
saccades and three in which they were instructed to fixate 
the additional point between the two targets. These practice 
trials were a pair of trials with one with full-vision followed 
by a no-vision trial (30 beeps each). After each practice trial, 
feedback was provided about the no-vision trial focusing on 
accuracy and stability of hand movements. Before the actual 
experiment, the eye tracker was calibrated using a nine-point 
calibration.

Each of the four experimental conditions (i.e. SAC-T, 
SAC-NT, FIX-T, and FIX-NT) was repeated 6 times in 
blocks of 3. The order of these blocks was randomized 
across participants. A short break was given halfway 
through the experiment, dividing the session into two 
identical parts with each condition occurring three times. 

The tasks were presented in pairs of two trials (see Fig. 2): 
first, the control condition without vibration followed by 
the vibration condition in which the shaker was switched 
on one beep after the cursor disappeared (i.e. the 11th 
beep). The remaining “no-vision part” of each trial was 
used for analysis.

If necessary, the eye calibration procedure was repeated 
after the break. Participants were informed in advance 
about the upcoming task and were reminded by a visual 
cue immediately prior to each trial. All participants were 
naïve to the effects of vibration and none of them reported 
to have noticed any effects after the experiment. They all 
thought they were aiming accurately and were surprised 
about the effects when shown their performance on one of 
the vibration trials during debriefing after the experiment.

Dependent variables

Hand movements

Raw wrist position data were filtered using a first-order 
low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 
20 Hz and then differentiated once to obtain the velocity 
and twice for acceleration. The start of the hand movement 
was defined as the moment in which velocity surpassed 
100 mm/s and, similarly, the end of the hand movement 
in which velocity fell below 100 mm/s. The distance and 
time between the start and end position was the amplitude 
(AMPh) and movement time (MTh) of the hand, respec-
tively. Furthermore, peak velocity (PV) and the timing of 
PV relative to the hand movement time (%TTPV) were 
calculated.

Fig. 1  Test setup. a Participants were instructed to perform wrist flex-
ion–extension movements while looking at a computer screen. Direct 
vision of their arm was prevented by a wooden panel. Eye movements 
were recorded by an ASL eye tracker in front of the screen. The right 

forearm was placed in an orthosis and the shaker was positioned on 
the wrist extensor tendons. b Top view of the orthosis, with the fore-
arm part attached to the arm chair
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Eye movements

Similar to the hand movement data, the eye movement data 
were filtered with a first-order low-pass Butterworth filter 
with a cut-off frequency of 20 Hz. The method used to deter-
mine saccade initiation and termination was similar to the 
one used by Helsen et al. (1998). A standard deviation of 
eight consecutive points (i.e. more than 32 ms) greater or 
smaller than 5 mm on screen marked the start and endpoint 
of the primary saccade, respectively. Furthermore, the sac-
cade duration had to be longer than 30 ms but shorter than 
150 ms. Only hand movements that were accompanied by 
a saccade were withheld and the percentage of movements 
accompanied by saccades was calculated (number of eye 
movements). The amplitude of the primary saccade (AMPs) 
was calculated as the distance between the start and endpoint 

of the first saccade towards the target. These time points of 
the start (StartSac) and endpoint of the saccade (EndSac) 
were also expressed as a percentage of hand movement time 
to quantify eye–hand coordination.

Design

For each variable, the mean of all movements per trial was 
calculated. The first movements after removal of vision/
onset of vibration were not analysed. Specifically, on aver-
age, 15 movements per trial were used for the analysis.1 

Fig. 2  Task presentation. a 
Cues depicting the different 
conditions, presented before 
each trial. During the trial, the 
participants saw the informa-
tion of target and/or fixation 
points, but without the eyes. 
b Schematic overview of a 
fixation–target trial block. 
After short presentation of the 
visual cue, the first trial started 
without vibration, immediately 
followed by the visual cue and 
trial for the vibration condition. 
Only movements made without 
feedback (no cursor) were used 
for the analyses

1 The ANOVA on the number of hand movements revealed a sig-
nificant main effect for VIBRATION [F(1,19) = 9.756, p < .0.01]. 
Significantly fewer eye–hand coordinated movements were made 
when vibration was applied (14.9  ±  0.08) than without vibration 
(15.1 ± 0.1).
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These means were then aggregated over six repetitions to 
obtain one estimate for each participant in each condition. 
The dependent variables of the hand were analysed using a 
2 VIBRATION (No Vibration, Vibration) × 2 VISION (Sac-
cades, Fixation) × 2 TARGET (No Targets, Targets) repeated 
measures ANOVAs. The eye movement and eye–hand coor-
dination data were analysed for the Saccade conditions only 
using 2 VIBRATION (No vibration, Vibration) × 2 TAR-
GET (No Targets, Targets) repeated measures ANOVAs. 
All statistical tests were completed with alpha set at < 0.05. 
Results are presented as the group mean and standard error 
scores.

Results

Hand movements

Hand movement time (MTh)

The average hand movement time was 525.6 ± 11.6 ms. 
With an ISI of 600 ms, indicating that participants gener-
ally obeyed the instructions for movement time and had 
ample time to execute the hand movements. There was a 
significant effect for TARGET [F(1,19) = 7.805, p < 0.05] 
with a shorter hand movement time in the No Target (521.3 
± 11.5 ms) than in the Target condition (529.8 ± 12.4 ms).

Hand amplitude (AMPh)

The analysis revealed significant main effects for 
VIBRATION [F(1,19) = 75.193, p < 0.001], TAR-
GET [F(1,19) = 23.412, p < 0.001], and for VISION 
[F(1,19) = 8.525, p < 0.01], and interaction effects involv-
ing VIBRATION and VISION [F(1,19) = 10.038, p < 0.01], 
and VISION and TARGET [F(1,19) = 10.442, p < 0.01]. The 
amplitude was smaller when the shaker was switched on 
(192.2 ± 5.5 mm) compared to aiming without vibration 
(227 ± 3.4 mm). The illusory reduction in amplitude thus 
averaged 15.3%. The amplitude was overall smaller in the 
Saccade (205.3 ± 3.3 mm) than in the Fixation condition 
(213.9 ± 5.2 mm) and in the No Target (205.3 ± 4.2 mm) 
than in the Target condition (213.9 ± 4.1 mm). Interestingly, 
the VIBRATION by VISION interaction effect (see Fig. 3a) 
revealed that the effect of vibration was greater in the fixa-
tion condition (38.7 mm amplitude reduction) than in the 
saccade condition (30.9 mm reduction). And finally, the 
interaction between VISION and TARGET revealed that the 
hand was undershooting the target more in the SAC condi-
tion, in particular when the targets were removed (SAC-NT 
= 197.6 ± 3.6 mm; SAC-T = 213 ± 3.6 mm; FIX-NT = 213 
± 5.3 mm; FIX-T = 214.8 ± 5.4 mm).

Peak velocity (PV)

Significant main effects were found for VIBRA-
TION [F(1,19) = 61.964, p < 0.001], and for TARGET 
[F(1,19) = 18.222, p < 0.001], and interaction effects involv-
ing VIBRATION and VISION [F(1,19) = 6.708, p < 0.05], 
and VIBRATION and TARGET [F(1,19) = 7.634, p < 0.05]. 
In the condition without vibration, PV was higher (758 
± 27.1  mm/s) than when vibration was applied (668 ± 
26.2 mm/s). Peak velocity was lower when there were targets 
presented (701 ± 25 mm/s) than when they were removed 
(725.1 ± 27.3 mm/s). The interaction effects showed that the 
effect of vibration on PV was larger in the fixation versus 
the saccade condition (SAC-NoVib = 742.4 ± 23.6 mm/s; 
SAC-Vib = 664.4 ± 23.87 mm/s; FIX-NoVib = 773.6 ± 
31.5 mm/s; FIX-Vib = 671.7 ± 30.1 mm/s) (see Fig. 3c) 
and in the condition without targets compared to when tar-
gets were presented (NoTAR-NoVib = 751.2 ± 26 mm/s; 
NoTAR-Vib = 650.8 ± 25.1 mm/s; TAR-NoVib = 764.8 ± 
28.7 mm/s; TAR-Vib = 685.3 ± 27.5 mm/s).

Time to peak velocity (%TTPV)

Only a main effect of VISION was found for %TTPV 
[F(1,19) = 4.813, p < 0.05]. In the eye–hand-coordinated 
condition (SAC), the time that the hand needed to reach peak 
velocity was shorter (36.8 ± 1.4% of the total hand move-
ment time) than in the eye fixation condition (37.2 ± 1.4%).

Eye movements and eye–hand coordination

In Fig. 4, an exemplar trial is shown with the eye and hand 
position plotted over time in a vibration condition without 
targets.

Number of eye movements

The ANOVA revealed a main effect for TARGET 
[F(1,19) = 6.313, p < 0.05]. Significantly more hand move-
ments were accompanied by saccades in the target condition 
(83.9 ± 1.9%) than when no targets were presented (80.5 ± 
1.6%).

Amplitude of the primary saccade (AMPs)

The analysis revealed significant main effects for VIBRA-
TION [F(1,19) = 7.030, p < 0.05] and for TARGET 
[F(1,19) = 6.348, p < 0.05]. Interestingly, the amplitude of 
the primary saccade was shortened by 3.6% in the condi-
tion when local tendon vibration was applied to the hand 
movement (no vibration: 197.8 ± 4.6 mm; vibration: 190.8 
± 5.5 mm). The eye movement was also shorter in the target 
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Fig. 3  Mean and standard error of a hand amplitude and b peak 
velocity as a function of VISION and VIBRATION, revealing a 
larger effect of vibration in the eye fixation (FIX) compared to sac-

cade condition (SAC). Main effect of VIBRATION for primary sac-
cade amplitude (c), demonstrating the smaller amplitude in the vibra-
tion compared to no vibration condition

Fig. 4  Instance of trial showing 
the effect of tendon vibration on 
hand and eye movements. Both 
cursor and targets disappeared 
after the 10th beep (gray area). 
Vibrating the wrist extensors 
caused a decrease in amplitude 
of eye (primary saccade) and 
hand movements
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condition (189.2 ± 6.1 mm) than when the targets were 
removed (199.4 ± 4.3 mm).

Eye–hand coordination

There was no influence of tendon vibration or vision on the 
relative timing of eye and hand movements. On average, 
the primary saccade started when the hand had passed 10.9 
± 2.4% of its movement time and ended at 20.9 ± 2.4% of 
hand movement time. However, significant main effects for 
TARGET were found for both the start [F(1,19) = 9.715, p 
< 0.01] and end of the primary saccade [F(1,19) = 7.03, p 
= 0.016]. The primary saccade started and ended earlier in 
the condition without targets (SSAC: NoTAR = 18.5 ± 2.7%; 
TAR = 13 ± 2.9%; ESAC: NoTAR = 18.9 ± 2.6%; TAR = 
23.5 ± 2.7%).

Discussion

Even though reciprocal or cyclical aiming movements are 
not just a concatenation of discrete movements (Terrier et al. 
2011), laws and relationships are usually consistent over the 
two types of task (e.g. Binsted and Elliott 1999a, b; Fitts and 
Peterson 1964; Fitts 1954; Lavrysen et al. 2006; Van Halew-
yck et al. 2014). Moreover, cyclical aiming paradigms can 
provide specific methodological advantages. For example, 
with tendon vibration (TV) it takes time for the shaker to 
reach stable amplitude and, therefore, the effect to be maxi-
mally observed. Furthermore, a transfer between eye and 
hand feedforward and feedback signals is less likely in dis-
crete aiming tasks as the eye movement typically precedes 
the hand movement. Because of the succession of move-
ments, a cyclical aiming paradigm optimizes the expression 
of illusory bias and allows for an interplay between sensory 
information across consecutive movements. Furthermore, 
controlling movement speed through the use of a metronome 
allows examining aiming error uncontaminated by the typi-
cal speed–accuracy trade-offs seen in discrete aiming.

The goal of the present experiment was to investigate 
the impact of visual and proprioception sensory informa-
tion on goal-directed eye and hand movements. Three main 
issues were investigated: (1) the effect of local muscle TV 
on eye and hand movements; (2) the impact of visual infor-
mation on this vibration effect; (3) the impact of vibration 
on eye–hand coordination. This study also adds to our more 
general understanding of illusions and perceptual-motor 
control using a proprioceptive illusion to build on the vast 
literature addressing the impact of visual illusions on limb 
control.

With respect to our first research goal, tendon vibration 
of the wrist extensor muscles caused the hand to undershoot 
the target (Cody et al. 1990; Kasai et al. 1994; Verschueren 

et al. 1998). This reduction in amplitude was more than 15% 
of the total amplitude in the unbiased condition. As all trials 
were performed without cursor vision, participants did not 
notice that they were making smaller wrist movements. The 
illusory decrease in amplitude coincided with a decrease in 
peak velocity. Hence, participants executed shorter move-
ments with lower peak velocity when vibration was given 
while maintaining movement time. Surprisingly, the primary 
saccades were also shorter in the trials with vibration, but 
to a lesser extent than wrist movements (3.6% reduction of 
amplitude). As saccades typically precede hand movements, 
the exchange of a priori target information is unlikely here 
because the participants had no notion that their hand did 
not make the full range of movement. Prior knowledge is a 
prerequisite for predictive information exchange from hand 
to eye movements (van Donkelaar et al. 2004). Thus, the dif-
ferences observed here cannot be explained by an efference 
copy signal based on prior knowledge of the movement to 
be performed. Alternatively, as suggested by van Donkelaar 
et al. (2004), the efference copy of the movement kinematics 
might have interacted with the saccadic planning process. 
Although we did not directly measure forces, both the ampli-
tude and peak velocity were lower in the vibration trials. 
Also in the tendon vibration experiment by Tardy-Gervet 
et al. (1989), illusory gaze displacements were induced by 
locally vibrating the arm when explicitly instructing the 
participants to look at the position of the hand as they felt 
it was moving. As in our study, participants were not aware 
and, therefore, did not plan the shorter hand movements in 
advance. Therefore, we propose that in addition to anticipa-
tory control, proprioceptive feedback also contributed to the 
observed effects on saccades. Apart from a general influ-
ence of hand movements on saccades, perceptual illusions 
have been shown to influence eye movements in different 
domains. Visual (ML illusion), proprioceptive (TV; e.g. 
Tardy-Gervet et al. 1989), or even auditory perturbations 
(e.g. Fracasso et al. 2013) influence gaze. Regarding TV, the 
present study is, to our knowledge, the first to demonstrate 
an effect of local arm vibration on saccades in a dynamic 
eye–hand coordination task.

As an explanation for these results, van Donkelaar et al. 
(2004) described a processing scheme with an interaction 
between eye and hand target representations. This model 
shows the interaction between the hand and eye movements 
in a single movement cycle. As saccades occur earlier in the 
movement cycle than hand movements, the illusion effect 
on the preceding hand movement may influence the plan-
ning of the next saccade. In this way, erroneous feedback 
from one movement could have led to an update and shift in 
the target representation used for both eye and hand move-
ments (Sailer et al. 2002). Based on the discrepancy between 
the planned (efference copy) and perceived wrist position 
after the first movement with TV, an erroneous efference 
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copy associated with the next wrist movement might have 
influenced the planning of the subsequent eye movement. 
An exchange of information between the reach plan and the 
saccadic plan is, therefore, being proposed to corroborate 
the mutual interaction between saccadic and reach plans, and 
between subsequent movements. Recently, the frontal eye 
fields, a brain region located in the frontal cortex, have been 
suggested as possible candidate for the integration of signals 
from the hand motor system in the planning and execution 
of eye movements (Thura et al. 2008).

The differential effects of TV on hand and eye move-
ments seem to be at odds with visual (ML) illusion studies 
in which typically greater and more consistent bias is found 
for saccades than hand movements. The effect on saccades 
was probably reduced here because the target location was 
not biased (as in visual illusions). Therefore, the saccades 
could be programmed based on accurate information and 
were only slightly affected by the changed target representa-
tion due to TV. Interestingly, the presence (or absence) of 
targets did not increase (decrease) this interference, con-
trary to ML studies in which misperceptions of target rep-
resentations typically increase when dependent on memory 
(Lavrysen et al. 2006). Although the expression and inten-
sity of the bias is not the same, both ML and TV studies have 
often shown effects on both effectors, highlighting yet again 
the cross-talk and mutual influences between eye and hand 
movement systems (Gauthier and Mussa Ivaldi 1988). Other 
evidence of this mutual interaction might be provided by the 
interaction effects of vision × vibration and vision × target 
on hand amplitude. The reduced saccades might have influ-
enced the hand amplitude and caused or augmented the con-
sistent target undershoot, even in the absence of vibration.

Second, the impact of (the availability of) visual infor-
mation on the magnitude of the illusion was examined. 
All trials were performed without retinal feedback of hand 
movement, as seeing the hand position might have caused an 
updating and correcting of the movement plans of both eyes 
and hand (Elliott et al. 2010). The availability and quality of 
retinal (target) and extraretinal (saccade) information about 
the distance to be travelled was manipulated. In the absence 
of vision of the hand and target, the participant could only 
address previously available knowledge and current proprio-
ceptive information. Moreover, by perturbing propriocep-
tion, the participant was forced to use any available extrareti-
nal and target information to plan and update the movement 
plan. As the accuracy of the movements is dependent on the 
vision condition, the no-vibration conditions for each of the 
vision conditions were the baseline for the corresponding 
vibration trials. This enabled us to compare performance and 
illusion effects under similar vision conditions.

The results showed that moving the hand while mak-
ing saccades diminished the illusion effect induced by the 
proprioceptive bias. This effect was manifested by smaller 

differences in hand amplitude between vibration and no 
vibration conditions when saccades were allowed as com-
pared to observed amplitude differences in the fixation 
condition. When making saccades in the absence of reti-
nal (target) information, participants may have been more 
dependent on extraretinal information to improve move-
ment accuracy (Binsted and Elliott 1999a, b), which could 
have helped diminishing the effect of the illusion. In the 
saccade condition, participants may have made more use 
of their unperturbed extraretinal information to perform the 
task, because they could not rely on accurate propriocep-
tive information (Bekkering and Sailer 2002; Binsted and 
Elliott 1999a, b). In this theoretical context, it has also been 
shown that the importance of vision for postural stability 
increases when the proprioception is disturbed (De Nunzio 
et al. 2005). Interestingly, tendon vibration had less impact 
on hand movements when they were combined with eye 
movements than when they were performed in isolation. 
This occurred despite biased saccades in the vibration con-
dition. The presence of targets did not impact the vibration 
effect. This result further demonstrates some exchange of 
information between target representations for eye and for 
hand movements, and the flexibility of the visuo-manual 
control system in sensory (re)weighting based on the task 
demands and information available. Here, this may involve 
some sort of averaging or regression toward the mean move-
ment representation associated with the two systems.

Similar to visual perturbation paradigms (Lavrysen et al. 
2007), visual information impacted the magnitude of the 
tendon vibration effect. However, the type of information 
mediating this effect was different. In visual illusions, co-
occurrence of saccades is a prerequisite for the expression of 
limb bias, whereas in our proprioceptive illusion paradigm, 
the saccades tended to have a beneficial mediating effect. 
In ML illusions, the perceptual bias is enhanced by making 
saccades and, therefore, having retinal visual information 
about the illusory percept. In contrast, in the TV paradigm, 
more accurate target information can be obtained by mak-
ing saccades to unperturbed targets. This might provide the 
basis for the beneficial effects of saccades on hand move-
ments. Further evidence for this type of interaction comes 
from monkey (Gauthier and Mussa Ivaldi 1988) and human 
target tracking studies (Lavrysen et al. 2008). Eye and hand 
effectors have been shown to perform better in coordina-
tion than in isolation. This could be because coordinated, 
compared to isolated movements, induces the activation of a 
complementary ‘coordinator control centre’ (Gauthier et al. 
1988). This notion is consistent with the results of imaging 
studies showing additional activation for coordinated versus 
isolated movements (Lavrysen et al. 2008).

Our third major finding was that perturbed proprioception 
had little/no impact on eye–hand coordination. Interestingly, 
whereas tendon vibration shortened and slowed down the 
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movement of the hand, the temporal pattern and expression 
of kinematic markers remained the same as shown by the 
time to peak velocity. The consistency in the coordination 
between eye and hand supports the notion that eye move-
ments are performed to assist the hand in the final phase of 
its movement (Starkes et al. 2002) as well as in the planning 
of the next movement (Tipper et al. 2001). The eyes started 
to move after the hand had already travelled about 11% of 
the movement time, and the eyes arrived on the target at 
21% of the hand movement time. This was beforehand peak 
velocity that occurred at 37.5% of the movement time. This 
finding is consistent with numerous studies on eye–hand 
coordination, showing that the temporal coordination is 
optimized to ensure critical visual pickup (see Starkes et al. 
2002; Bekkering and Sailer 2002 for reviews). The tight tem-
poral coupling between eye and hand movements is ideal to 
provide the hand with visual, proprioceptive and extraretinal 
information about the relative position of hand and target 
(Binsted et al. 2001; Starkes et al. 2002).

To conclude, the goal of the present study was to investi-
gate the role of retinal and extraretinal information in a pro-
prioceptive illusion paradigm. The combination of tendon 
vibration and vision manipulation provided an ideal tool for 
studying the relationship between proprioception and vision 
in manual aiming. This study provides clear evidence for 
strong interactions between hand and eye movements. Local 
tendon vibration affected not only arm movement ampli-
tude, but also, to a smaller extent, saccade amplitude. The 
intensity of the illusion was reduced when participants were 
allowed to make saccades, thereby emphasizing the impor-
tance of extraretinal visual information. Eye–hand coupling 
was not affected by tendon vibration. These results highlight 
the strong and mutual interactions between eye and hand 
control. Future studies in our lab involve applying this para-
digm in manual asymmetries context (testing both hands of 
left- and right-handers) and ageing. Herewith we hope to 
shed more light on the mechanisms involved and stability 
of the processes over time.
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